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Aviation Supplies Academics Inc, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. 2007 ed..
Language: English . Brand New Book. A powered parachute (PPC) is a category of aircraft that
requires the pilot to inflate the wing (parachute) and then control the aircraft with a pendulum
configuration of the cart hanging below it. This unique and fun aircraft is an evolution of ultralight
aircraft including the parachute, paraglider, and powered paraglider. This new FAA handbook
introduces the basic pilot skills and knowledge essential for piloting powered parachutes. It benefits
student pilots just beginning their PPC endeavors, as well as those pilots wishing to improve their
flying proficiency and aeronautical knowledge, and flight instructors engaged in the instruction of
both students and licensed pilots. Here the pilot is shown the realm of powered parachute flight and
given information and guidance in the performance of procedures and maneuvers required for
pilot certification. The handbook begins with an introduction to powered parachutes, including a
history of this unique aircraft. Chapters cover aerodynamics, components and systems,
powerplants, preflight and ground operations, basic flight maneuvers, takeoffs and departure
climbs, airspace, ground reference maneuvers, airport operations, approaches and landings, and
night, abnormal, and emergency procedures. This book is...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is fantastic and great. It normally will not cost an excessive amount of. I am just easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a published
ebook.
-- Edg a r  Witting-- Edg a r  Witting

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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